Equilibrium polymerization of cyclic carbonate oligomers
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A model of the polymerization of ring oligomers of bisphenol A polycarbonate (BPA-PC) is used to investigate the influence of dimensionality (2D or 3D), density and temperature on the size distribution of the polymer chains. The polymerization step is catalyzed by a single active particle, conserves the number and type of the chemical bonds, and occurs without a significant gain in either potential energy or configurational entropy. Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations show that polymerization of cyclic oligomers occurs readily at high density and is driven by the entropy associated with the distribution of interparticle bonds. Polymerization competes at lower densities with long range diffusion, which favors small molecular species, and is prevented if the system is sufficiently dilute. Polymerization occurs in 2D via a weakly first order transition as a function of density and is characterized by low hysteresis and large fluctuations in the size of polymer chains. Polymerization occurs more readily in 3D than in 2D, and is favored by increasing temperature, as expected for an entropy-driven process. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many polymers are produced on an industrial scale by chemical reactions whose detailed mechanisms are largely unknown. The analysis of these processes is made difficult by the complexity of the species involved, and the separation of chemical and thermodynamics features poses a continuing challenge to experimental and theoretical investigations.

An example is provided by the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of bisphenol carbonate cyclic oligomers, which can be used to produce high molecular weight polycarbonate chains. In this reaction, a suitable active species (for instance, alkali-substituted phenol) is added to a solution of the oligomers (e.g., cyclic BPA tetramers) and catalyzes the opening of the ring (see Fig. 1). The active –OM group (M=alkali metal atom) remains at the end of the chain. Since its chemical properties depend weakly on the length of the attached chain, this basic reaction could be repeated. However, a sequence of such reactions results in oligomer depletion and an enrichment in longer chains, whose backbone bonds are vulnerable to attack by the active heads. Individual chains can then grow, shrink, or even lose their identity due to scission-recombination processes. In the absence of a termination step, the system reaches an equilibrium state characterized by a stationary size distribution and a dynamic association of monomers into continuously changing molecular units that are often referred to as “living polymers.”

Our previous density functional (DF) calculations have provided information about the mechanisms and energies involved in the reaction in Fig. 1 and several closely related cases. For phenol (M=H), there is a large potential energy barrier that would produce slow kinetics for any realistic reaction temperature, but the reaction takes place with an energy barrier that is small or zero for M=Li and M=Na. In agreement with previous experimental results, the calculations show that reactants and products have virtually the same energy. Since polymerization to long chains occurs spontaneously, its origin is puzzling, since entropy should favor a multitude of small molecules rather than a single long chain.

This problem has not been analyzed in detail for BPA-PC polymerization, although model studies of equilibrium polymerization date back many years. Simulations often adopt discrete lattice models, and the most recent studies have focused on the monomer-mediated polymerization of linear chains. These models include the addition and evaporation of single monomers and are appropriate for the polymerization of α-methylstyrene, but they exclude the reaction with longer species necessary for polycarbonates.

We describe here a continuum model that allows particles to interchange their intramolecular bonds (the covalent bonds in the real polymer) according to rules that mimic the ring-opening reaction of Fig. 1. The reverse and direct reactions are allowed with the same probability, so that an initial population of oligomers evolves towards an equilibrium distribution of chains and rings of different size. The model allows for incorporation and removal of segments of variable length from the chain, and for the coexistence of rings and chains. A repulsive short-range interaction between monomers incorporates excluded-volume effects into the model. For simplicity, we consider only flexible polymers.
We focus on very low concentrations of active particles (one in a total population of $10^4$ particles), and we analyze in detail the effect of changes in the dimensionality (2D, 3D), density, and temperature $T$ on the degree of polymerization and the equilibrium size distribution. Despite the similarity in the thermodynamic properties of short and long chains, there is a clear tendency towards polymerization that is enhanced by increasing $T$ and particularly by increasing the density. The density dependence of polymerization, which displays a phase transition in 2D that appears to be first order, differs from the results of previous studies for other models of flexible polymers. The reaction and the associated transition are highly reversible, i.e., the degree of polymerization decreases promptly upon decreasing the system density.

All systems simulated show massive polymerization, with a stronger tendency in 3D than in 2D. The results in 3D are subject to large finite size effects, since the polymers rapidly occupy the entire sample. We discuss the nature of the polymerization transition in our concluding remarks.

II. THE MODEL AND THE COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The BPA-PC structural units are represented in our model by Lennard-Jones (LJ) particles, connected by harmonic springs representing covalent bonds in the polymer backbone. Each particle forms either one or two harmonic bonds, so that the system comprises open chains or rings without branching. The potential energy of a collection of $(N/4)$ cyclic tetramers, for example, is

$$V(r_1,\ldots,r_N) = \varepsilon \sum_{j=1}^{N-1} \left\{ \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^6 \right\}$$

$$+ \sum_{a=1}^{(N/4)} \left\{ (r_{4a-3} - r_{4a})^2 + (r_{4a-2} - r_{4a-1})^2 + (r_{4a-1} - r_{4a})^2 \right\},$$

where the prime on the first sum indicates that the LJ interaction is absent when $i$ and $j$ are connected by the harmonic potential.

The units of length and energy are $\sigma$ and $\varepsilon$, respectively, and the density is measured in terms of the packing fraction $\eta (\eta = \pi \rho \sigma^2/4$ in 2D, $\eta = \pi \rho \sigma^3/6$ in 3D). The choice of $k$ ($k = 3\varepsilon$) leads to very floppy molecules and allows us to sample efficiently both the intra- and intermolecular degrees of freedom. Angle bending and torsion contributions are neglected. Our simulations, therefore, refer to fully flexible polymers. We perform simulations for systems with fixed bonding patterns and for which one (“active”) particle can interchange its bond with another particle. The active particle can form only one bond, so that it is always located at an end of a chain of at least two particles.

The procedure samples both different bonding configurations and particle positions. At regular intervals we identify the nearest neighbor of the active particle (excluding the particle connected to it by an intramolecular bond), and we link these two particles and two of their covalently bonded neighbors as shown in Fig. 2. The interchange conserves the total number of bonds and is accepted or rejected on the basis of the changes in potential energy and temperature, using the Metropolis algorithm to approach the Boltzmann distribution for the potential energy. The interchange is also rejected if it gives rise to an isolated particle. These rules mean that bond interchange results with equal intrinsic probability in the incorporation of a ring into the active chain segment [Fig. 2(a)] or in the separation of a ring from the active chain [Fig. 2(b)]. The identity of the active and inactive tails of the chain are interchanged with a frequency much lower than the bond-interchange attempts, which enhances the sampling of the system configurations without affecting the monofunctional nature of the active chain. The system is thus treated as a collection of $N$ equivalent particles and $(N-1)$ bonds in thermal equilibrium.
The potential energy of the system is sampled by a (constant volume) Monte Carlo (MC) method, in which we attempt to translate either single particles or whole molecules with relative probability and steps chosen to achieve an acceptance ratio of $\sim 0.5$ for both types of moves. The interchange of intermolecular bonds is attempted every $N$ single particle steps, with $N$ of the order of the number of particles in the system. The thermodynamic properties of chains of fixed length have been determined in 2D (3D) using systems of 10 000 particles in a periodically repeated square (cubic) simulation box.

All simulations incorporating bond interchange were carried out for 10 002 particles, starting from 2500 tetrabers and a single dimer carrying the active particle, and equilibration was performed initially at the selected temperature and density. The average energy and the structural properties such as the pair distribution function were checked during this stage. Equilibration during polymerization was monitored by counting the tetrabers. The initial excess of tetrabers is reduced progressively, and their number fluctuates without drift at equilibrium with a concentration that is between those of trimers and pentamers.

The simplicity of the model allows us to perform very long simulations, with millions of steps per particle even for systems of this size. The above criteria (energy, molecular mass distribution, pair distribution function) show that all results reported below refer to systems at equilibrium. The convergence with respect to the system size is much less certain, especially in 3D. The longest polymer chain exceeds 80% of the total number of particles in the highest density cases, and these chains would probably grow even longer in larger samples.

Dynamical properties, such as the diffusion or viscosity coefficients, have been computed by microcanonical molecular dynamics (MD) runs for systems of fixed bonding configuration, starting from atomic positions equilibrated by MC and random velocities selected from a Gaussian distribution. The computation of the diffusion coefficient is discussed in more detail in the Appendix. The viscosity coefficient has been computed by integrating the time correlation function of the shear stress, i.e., using the Green–Kubo relation, as discussed in Ref. 20. Together with $\sigma$ and $\epsilon$, the unit mass (the mass of the monomer $m$) determines the unit of time $\tau = \sigma(m/\epsilon)^{1/2}$. The equations of motion have been integrated by the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of 0.5 $\times 10^{-7} \tau$. We refer to the mass of the polymer $M$ or to the mass distribution. Since $m$ is the unit of mass, $M$ is numerically equal to the number of monomers in the polymer.

### III. RESULTS

#### A. Monodispersed ring systems of fixed length

We first investigate the structure and thermodynamic properties of monodispersed systems comprising rings of fixed length. An ideal model system for present purposes would favor neither a specific size nor a specific size range, but it is difficult in practice to tune the potential energy to ensure that the free energy of short and long rings (or chains) is the same over an extended range of $T$ and $\eta$. To quantify the size bias in our model, we have performed extensive simulations for rings with $M = 4$, 10, 100, and 500 at $\eta = 0.1$ and $\eta = 0.4$. The trends are similar for these two densities, and Fig. 3 summarizes the results for the higher packing.

At low $T$ the average potential energy per particle $U(T)$ is relatively insensitive to changes in size. The dependence is stronger at higher temperatures, but only the smallest size ($M = 4$) deviates significantly from the general trend for large rings, which is already established for $M = 10$. The free energy per particle can be obtained from $U(T)$ by thermodynamic integration over the inverse temperature, and the results confirm that the model has almost no size bias, with the possible exception that very short rings appear to be slightly less favored. The $M$ dependence of the structure supports the thermodynamic evidence, since the radial distribution function varies little beyond the smallest sizes. The diffusion coefficient and the viscosity (see Table I for $\eta = 0.4$; similar results are obtained for $\eta = 0.1$) show that dynamical properties converge to the “long-polymer” limit slower than thermodynamic and structural properties (see Appendix).

#### B. Simulations involving bond interchanges

The rules described in Sec. II allow the presence of as many linear segments as active particles, as well as a rings of different sizes. The active chain can grow if it interchanges a...
bond with a ring, or become smaller by losing a ring when the active head interacts with a particle of its own chain. Since all covalent bonds are equivalent, and the number of bonds is conserved, the reaction does not change the potential energy and can be driven by entropy alone.

One possible reason for polymerization can be identified using a simple example. If the tetramers and the initiating dimer move on a one-dimensional lattice comprising $L$ sites [Fig. 4(a)] and the particles cannot occupy the same lattice point, the number of configurations available is $L(L-2)$. The elongated chain, on the other hand, has only $L$ available configurations [Fig. 4(b)], and entropy will favor (a) over (b) if the system can assume either configuration without intermixing. However, a reacting system that can transform reversibly from (a) to (b) has the sum of the available configurations, $L(L-2) + L$. If the transformation is allowed, the system will display a non-vanishing equilibrium concentration of the elongated chain proportional to $L/[L(L-2) + L] = 1/(L-1)$. Moreover, this concentration will be enhanced if the entropy advantage of the separated units is reduced by high packing (a low $L$ value in the one-dimensional example) or by higher dimensionality, which increase rapidly the number of different ways of linking neighboring particles. These considerations provide a basis for understanding our results.

1. Two-dimensional simulations

The results of the 2D simulations are much less subject to finite size effects than 3D calculations on systems of the same size. Simulations were performed for $\eta=0.1$, 0.125, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, and for $0.6 \leq T \leq 4$, for which the particles retain a sizable mobility before polymerization. Most systems polymerize, and an example is shown in Fig. 5 for $\eta=0.4$, $T=3$: The initial liquid-like assembly of tetramers (a) evolves into a long chain spanning most of the system, with residual rings of small and medium size (b). At equilibrium, we observe large fluctuations in the length of the open chain, and a sizable mobility of the active head induced by bond interchange. The effect of packing is clear in Fig. 6, which compares the results for $\eta=0.1$ and $\eta=0.2$, at $T=3$. Despite a very long simulation, the open chain does not grow in the dilute system, and the progressive degradation of the tetramers into cyclic trimers is apparent. For $\eta=0.2$, on the other hand, a long chain forms quickly and persists during the remainder of a very long simulation, occasionally shedding large rings and growing again by incorporating other rings.

We can provide more detail by computing the average length at equilibrium of rings and the active chain as a function of $\eta$ and $T$. The average length $\langle L_0 \rangle$ of the chain rises steadily with increasing density, with an abrupt increase for $0.1 \leq \eta \leq 0.15$, and a tendency to saturate for $\eta \geq 0.4$ (see Fig. 7). The low density anomaly is due to the sudden increase of $\langle L_0 \rangle$ from a few monomers at $\eta=0.1$ to a value larger than 2000 at $\eta=0.15$. These indications that the transition is first order are supported by the fact that fluctuations in either $\langle L_0 \rangle$ or the potential energy (relatively large for $\langle L_0 \rangle$ and fairly small for $U$) do not peak close to the transition. The saturation at high density could, however, be due to finite-size effects, since the average length of the open chain exceeds 40% of the total number of particles under those conditions. The average length $\langle L_r \rangle$ of the rings is two orders of magnitude less than $\langle L_0 \rangle$, and it increases monotonically with density (Fig. 7). It is quite regular in the $0.1 \leq \eta \leq 0.2$ interval, where $\langle L_0 \rangle$ displays a jump.
Temperature affects $\langle L_r \rangle$ and $\langle L_l \rangle$ somewhat less strongly than density. In the accessible range ($T > 0.6$), there is a monotonic increase of $\langle L_l \rangle$ with increasing $T$, a more pronounced slope for $0.6 < T < 1$, and a tendency to saturate for $T > 3$. We cannot identify unambiguously a polymerization line as a function of $T$ at constant density, although we note the sudden change of slope for $\langle L_l \rangle$ below $T = 0.6$. Exploration of still lower temperatures is hampered by the low mobility of the active head, resulting in equilibration times beyond our present capabilities. The presence of an anomaly close to $T = 0.6$, however, is suggested also by the nonmonotonic behavior of $\langle L_l \rangle$ around that temperature: the size reduction of the long active chain occurs by the production of several medium size rings that persist in the system and enhance $\langle L_r \rangle$.

We have computed the mass-fraction distribution, defined as the percentage of monomers belonging to a ring ($P_r(M)$) or a chain ($P_l(M)$) of mass $M$. The results are shown for well-equilibrated samples in Figs. 9 and 10. Statistical error bars are obviously more significant for individual points in these two curves than for their averages defining $\langle L_r \rangle$ and $\langle L_l \rangle$, and we discuss only the major features shown by $P_r(M)$ and $P_l(M)$. The ring distribution shows a high and narrow peak at low $M$, and a nearly constant background extending up to large sizes. The chain distribution has a broad peak for large sizes, and a definite shift towards even larger $M$ with increasing density and $T$ is reflected in $\langle L_r \rangle$ and $\langle L_l \rangle$. The width of the mass distributions measured by the square root of the second moment of $P_r(M)$ and $P_l(M)$.

**Fig. 6.** Snapshots of two systems equilibrated at $T = 3$: (a) $\eta = 0.1$, (b) $\eta = 0.2$. The black circles identify the active particle. The figure covers only part of the simulated system.

**Fig. 7.** Solid dots: average length of the chain $\langle L_l \rangle$ and of the rings $\langle L_r \rangle$ as a function of packing fraction $\eta$ at $T = 3$. Error bars are of the order of 200 monomers for the chain, and 2 monomers for the rings. Empty squares: maximum length of the active chain during our simulations.

**Fig. 8.** Solid dots: average lengths of the chain and rings as a function of $T$ at packing fraction $\eta = 0.4$. Error bars are similar to those of Fig. 4. Empty squares: maximum length of the active chain during our simulations.
$P_r(M)$ is a nonmonotonic function of $\eta$, being slightly wider at intermediate densities than at either low or high packing. $P_r(M)$ and $P_l(M)$ broaden as $T$ increases, as shown in Fig. 10. Both distributions span a wide size range in all cases, confirming that the size of rings and open chains fluctuates significantly at equilibrium for all systems that polymerize. Such wide distributions probably arise because the length of the active chain can increase or decrease by large amounts with a single bond interchange. Systems that polymerize by simple addition of monomers display narrower size distributions. The link between broad size distributions and polymerization is also confirmed by the fact that the size ranges of rings and chains is always nearly the same, because of their easy interconversion. Moreover, the two size distributions approach each other at low density and temperature, when the stability of the polymeric state is marginal, and the interconversion between active chain and rings is apparently more effective.

The widths of the mass fraction distribution $P_r(M)$ and $P_l(M)$ increase monotonically during polymerization. They start from a $\delta$-like distribution at $M=4$, are nearly proportional to the average length of rings and chains during the initial equilibration stages, and increase more rapidly later. Industrial applications exploit similar properties of real chemical species in order to stop the polymerization process at the point where good size selectivity accompanies sufficiently long polymer chains. This stage is reached for most materials well before equilibration is achieved.

The size distributions of the rings and of the chain [obtained from $P_r(M)$ by dividing by $M$ and normalizing] cannot be approximated by the Flory–Schulz Law often associated with living polymers. The distribution of the open chain is centered on large values of $M$ and differs qualitatively from the nearly exponential decay with increasing size predicted for other polymerization mechanisms and models, including the results of recent nonmean-field theories. This difference might be related to the different order of the transition here (first order) and in previous simulations (continuous); the fact that the mass-fraction $P_l(M)$ is peaked at large sizes for every system that polymerizes is a further indication that the transition is discontinuous.

The degree of polymerization also shows subtle correlations with structural properties, such as the radius of gyration $R_g$. This is defined by

$$R_g^2 = \frac{1}{2N^2} \sum_{i<j}^N \langle (x_i - x_j)^2 \rangle$$

and is directly related to the low-$q$ behavior of the structure.

**FIG. 9.** Mass-fraction distributions for rings $[P_r(M), \text{shaded area}]$ and chains $[P_l(M)]$ as a function of density at $T=3$.

**FIG. 10.** Mass-fraction distributions for rings $[P_r(M), \text{shaded area}]$ and chains $[P_l(M)]$ as a function of $T$ at $\eta=0.4$. 
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factor. \( R_g^2 \) increases substantially during polymerization, leading to a large increase in the low-\( q \) scattered intensity. For all samples that polymerize in the present study, chains either open or cyclic tend to be coiled, i.e., \( R_g^2/N \) is close to unity. It is not surprising that open chains are more extended than rings, especially for the smallest sizes (see Fig. 11). We have also found that short open chains are significantly more extended than long ones, probably because of excluded volume effects. This property probably plays a role in determining the equilibrium length distribution; the active chain reduces its length when the active head interacts with a particle belonging to the chain itself, and this event is less likely in extended polymers. The elongated structure of short chains then provides in-built protection against further length reduction. The structure of open chains is often characterized also by the probability distribution for the end-to-end distance, and we have found that the picture of the polymer size provided by this distribution is similar to the one given by \( R_g^2 \).

In practical applications it is important to know the fraction of the reacting system comprising polymers (rings or chains) with a molecular mass exceeding a given threshold. In Fig. 12 we show for our model,

\[
Q(M) = 100 - \int_0^M P(M')dM',
\]

for five densities at \( T=3 \). With the exception of \( \eta=0.1 \), all systems contain a large fraction of long polymers. The fraction of the system consisting of very short rings (\( M<4 \)) (Fig. 13) provides an estimate of the portion of original tetramers that are degraded to even smaller species. These very short rings can be viewed as a failure of the polymerization process and always represent a sizable fraction of the total mass. Their number can be reduced by increasing the packing.

Despite their large size difference, rings and chains represent an almost equal fraction of the total mass for all but one of the polymerized samples, since the shorter length of the rings is compensated by their larger number. The only exception to this rule was found in the simulation at \( T=0.6, \eta=0.4 \), for which rings are a factor of 2 greater (in mass) than the open chain. Further computations are needed to decide whether this anomaly is the result of an accidental fluctuation or a feature related to the low temperature of the simulation. An anomaly might indicate an incipient transition to the unpolymerized state at lower \( T \), since the abundance of rings implies that the active head intersects the open chain on which it resides more often than usual in polymeric samples.

Insight into the polymerization process can also be gained by analyzing transient features that arise on activating the bond exchange mechanism or by computing equilibrium dynamical coefficients. The most obvious such effect is the progressive increase of the average potential energy, which follows an approximately exponential relaxation law (Fig. 14). The energy rise is expected, since—for the same temperatures—long chains have a higher potential energy than the original tetramers. More surprising are the size of this energy increase and the monotonic relaxation. The first shows that entropy rises quickly and substantially during polymerization, since the combination \( F=U-TS \) must decrease during the relaxation towards equilibrium. The
smooth and monotonic relaxation shows that polymerization occurs without crossing significant barriers, but proceeds downhill in the free energy landscape.

The size-dependence of the dynamical properties could provide a sensitive probe of the degree of polymerization. Examples are the diffusion coefficient and the viscosity coefficient, which vary significantly and monotonically during polymerization (Fig. 15). The comparison for the original oligomers \( M = 4 \) and the equilibrated polymerization system shows that diffusion is more sensitive to the degree of polymerization (Table I). Large connected chains hamper or even prevent the long range mobility of all other molecules in the system, including the surviving oligomers. On the other hand, viscosity is affected by short and medium range interactions, and depends more on packing than on polymerization. Although a precise comparison is prevented by the simplified model we use and the difference in the polymerization mechanism, there are qualitative similarities between our results and measurements of the diffusion\(^{25}\) and viscosity\(^{26}\) coefficients in \( \alpha \)-methylstyrene during polymerization.

The large fluctuations in the polymer size distribution suggest that polymerization in our model system should be reversible. This has been demonstrated by starting a MC run from an equilibrium configuration at \( \eta = 0.15, \ T = 3 \) (i.e., near to the polymerization line and on the polymer side), and suddenly decreasing its density to \( \eta = 0.1 \), thereby crossing the polymerization line.\(^{27}\) The average length of the active chain, shown in Fig. 16 as a function of the length of MC run, decreases quickly, first following a nearly exponential law, and then collapsing almost discontinuously.

2. Three-dimensional simulations

Simulations in 3D have been performed at \( \eta = 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 \) at \( T = 3 \), and at \( T = 1, 2, 3, \) and \( 4 \) for \( \eta = 0.4 \). The much larger samples required to eliminate finite size effects would lead to simulations at least one or two orders of magnitude longer than the (already time-consuming) computations performed here. Nevertheless, the results provide a picture of qualitative behaviors and trends on going from two to three dimensions. First of all, at equal \( T \) and \( \eta \) the model displays a more pronounced tendency towards the polymeric state in 3D than in 2D. The average length \( \langle L_1 \rangle \) of the active chain, plotted as a function of the density in Fig. 17, is always greater in 3D than in 2D, although the existence of a polymerization line at low density cannot be identified unambiguously.\(^{28}\) The stronger tendency to polymerization is also apparent in the rise of the potential energy during equilibration, which is at least a factor of 2 larger in 3D than in 2D. The mass-fraction distributions of rings and the open chain are wider and smoother in 3D, although the overall shape of these functions is similar. For the same values of \( T \) and \( \eta \), diffusion is easier in 3D and relaxation towards equilibrium faster.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The simulations in 3D and 2D show similarities as well as differences. The average polymer length increases with increasing density and, to a lesser degree, with increasing $T$. The saturation in the degree of polymerization evident at the upper limit of the density and temperature ranges could be due to finite size effects. The average size of rings is again roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than the average length of the open chain, but in 3D the total mass of the rings is somewhat less than in the active chain. The computation of the radius of gyration shows that the overall picture discussed above for the 2D case is also valid in 3D. Changes in dynamical properties due to polymerization are qualitatively similar in 2D and 3D, but the quantitative effects are clearly enhanced in 3D because of the stronger tendency towards the polymerized state.

Equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties for systems of $N$ Lennard-Jones particles connected by $(N-1)$ harmonic bonds have been investigated by MC and MD simulations. Each particle forms at least one and at most two harmonic bonds, so that our systems comprise a variable number of rings plus one open chain. The model allows the connectivity of the harmonic links to be interchanged by the interaction with one active particle at one of the free ends of the chain. The rules governing the bond interchange model the nucleophilic attack of ring oligomers of BPA-PC; all harmonic bonds are equivalent, their number is conserved during the simulation, and the energy barrier for bond interchange is zero. We have investigated systems of 10,002 particles in 2D and in 3D, with packing fractions $\eta$ and temperatures $T$ in the ranges $0.005 \leqslant \eta \leqslant 0.5$ and $0.6 \leqslant T \leqslant 4$.

Computations for systems comprising only rings of length $M$, and excluding the bond interchange mechanism, show that thermodynamic properties (average potential energy and Helmholtz free energy per LJ particle) depend very weakly on the ring length, at least for $M \geqslant 10$. Equilibrium dynamical properties (diffusion coefficient and viscosity) display larger but regular dependences on $M$. Turning on the bond interchange mechanism in a system of cyclic tetramers results in the rapid formation of many medium size ($M \sim 50$) rings and a very long chain (carrying the active head) for most of the thermodynamical conditions we have investigated. In 2D we find a massive polymerization for densities corresponding to $\eta \approx 0.125$, and the degree of polymerization increases with increasing density beyond this point. Polymerization induced by density changes appears to be associated with a weakly first-order phase transition, characterized by low hysteresis and large fluctuations in the size of individual polymer chains. Polymerization is also enhanced by increasing temperature, but the effect is much less important than that of increasing density.

The equilibrium probability distribution for the size of rings decreases rapidly with size for small values of $M$, and displays a broad and structureless background up to large sizes. The size distribution for chains has a broad peak at large sizes in all systems that polymerize. Neither distribution functions can be approximated by the nearly exponential decaying functions predicted for models of $\alpha$-methylstyrene. Thermodynamic functions and transport coefficients display regular trends in the transient stage during which the size distribution reaches equilibrium; potential energy and viscosity increase monotonically during polymerization, while the diffusion coefficient is reduced drastically. Three-dimensional systems show much greater tendencies to polymerization than two-dimensional systems.

The present results differ from earlier studies of qualitatively different flexible living polymer models mainly in predicting a first order polymerization transition with increasing density. Mean-field studies and beyond for models appropriate to $\alpha$-methylstyrene have generally predicted a second order transition with a lambda anomaly in the specific heat. The main differences are that the mechanism we have adopted conserves the number of bonds in the system and proceeds via the catalytic activity of a special particle. Moreover, it allows for the coexistence of rings and open chains and assumes that the polymerization step is neutral concerning potential energy, so that differences from the results of previous models are to be expected.

We now discuss the driving force behind the transition. We have noted that the model does not introduce a substantial thermodynamical bias with respect to the polymer size, with the possible exception that very small rings are less favored. Since the potential energy rises upon polymerization, the transition must be due to an entropy contribution related to the bond interchange mechanism. First, the mechanism allows a wide range of polymer sizes to be explored, thus increasing enormously the number of possible configurations (see the discussion of the 1D example of Fig. 4). Moreover, in dense homogeneous systems the number of long, open chains of bonds connecting nearest neighboring particles is exponentially larger than the number of short cyclic paths. The formation of long chains, however, reduces the long range mobility of particles (as shown by the strong decrease in the diffusion coefficient) that is another crucial source of entropy. As a result, polymerization prevails at high density, when long range mobility is already prevented by packing. The importance of the mobility of short chains at
low density is reflected in the decline of polymerization. The rapid increase in the number of long open paths with the number of neighbors within a bonding distance also explains the greater tendency to polymerization found in three dimensions.

Additional contributions will be provided by dynamical effects, since the local mobility of particles is less constrained in long open chains than in short cyclic ones. Again, the optimization of local mobility (leading to polymerization) prevails at high density, when long range mobility is ineffective. These considerations all suggest a similarity to crystallization, which occurs even for hard spheres when the potential energy is identically zero and so must be entropy driven. Crystallization can be understood as a similar competition between short and long range constraints, and this parallel supports our identification of polymerization as a first-order transition. It also indicates why density is much more important than temperature.

The (first order) polymerization transition displays very little hysteresis, as shown by the rapid depolymerization of a sample expanded below the transition density. Reversibility, together with a low or vanishing polymerization enthalpy, are properties shared by important biopolymers such as actin or tubulin, which polymerize and depolymerize in living cells under the influence of subtle chemical signals in the presence of suitable catalysts (enzymes) that reduce the potential energy barrier dramatically. Our model lacks essential ingredients (including rigidity or an environment-dependent interaction) of these systems, but it might shed light on the driving force behind these processes.

Our study suggests interesting directions for future work. Apart from the obvious extension to larger systems and additional active sites, there are questions concerning the existence, location and nature (continuous or discontinuous) of a polymerization line in 3D. There are indications (see Fig. 17) of a polymerization transition qualitatively similar to that observed in 2D, and this is supported by the fact that the mass fraction of rings grows when the density is reduced below $\eta=0.2$. Furthermore, the effects of solvents and impurities, and the interplay with other phase transitions are interesting fields. Our simulations do not reveal clear discontinuities corresponding to liquid-solid transitions, because the system becomes microcrystalline, and disordered already at medium range.

**APPENDIX: THE SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT**

We discuss here the connection of the present results to the self-diffusion coefficient, which is defined for a system of $N$ equivalent particles as

$$D_P = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{\Delta^2_{P}(t)}{t} = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{\tau=1}^{N} \left\langle |r_i(t+\tau) - r_i(\tau)|^2 \right\rangle / 2Nd, \quad (A1)$$

where $d$ is the system dimensionality and the average is over the initial time $\tau$. If these particles are grouped into $(N/M)$ molecules of size $M$, we can define a similar diffusion constant ($D_M$) for the molecules in terms of the molecular centers-of-mass $\{r_i, i=1,...,(N/M)\}$.

$$D_M = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{\Delta^2_{M}(t)}{t} = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{\tau=1}^{(N/M)} \left\langle |r_i(t+\tau) - r_i(\tau)|^2 \right\rangle / 2(N/M)d. \quad (A2)$$

The two coefficients must be equal if the bonding configuration cannot change, because the displacement of each particle from the corresponding center of mass is finite, and $[\Delta^2_{P}(t) - \Delta^2_{M}(t)]/t$ must vanish for $t \to \infty$. On the other hand, $\Delta^2_{P}$ and $\Delta^2_{M}$ can differ if bonding in the system can change.

The time dependence of the positions of the particles has been simulated here by microcanonical MD at fixed bonding among the particles, and a linear approximation to the long time behavior of $\Delta^2_{P}(t)$ or $\Delta^2_{M}(t)$ should provide an estimate of the diffusion constant for the system under study. The two are equivalent in practice, and the estimate is reliable if both functions approach linearity within the integration time in our simulations ($\sim 10^6$ time steps, equivalent to 5000 time units). This is true for small chains ($N=20$) for $T \geq 1$ and $\eta \leq 0.5$, but not for longer chains, especially at high packing. For longer polymers, we find that $\Delta^2_{P}(t)$ is almost linear already at short times, but the slope decreases slowly with increasing simulation time, indicating a diffusion coefficient that is much lower than the one we could estimate directly by Eq. (A1). On the other hand, $\Delta^2_{M}(t)$ is already linear at short times, and its slope corresponds well to the long time limit of the slope of $\Delta^2_{P}(t)$ (as we have shown for $N=100$), so we use $\Delta^2_{M}(t)$ to estimate the diffusion constants for systems with $N \geq 20$ in Table I.

Over a time span that increases with $M$, $\Delta^2_{P}(t)$ is slightly larger for longer chains than for smaller ones, i.e., over microscopical times, particles in longer chains explore a local environment that is larger than particles in shorter ones. The motion of a monomer in a long chain is less constrained at short times by the slow motion of the center-of-mass, and the entropy advantage is particularly true at high density, for which long time diffusion is practically unimportant even for short chains. The bond interchange mechanism breaks the relation between single particle diffusion and center of mass displacement even at long times, individual particles can hop from one (dynamically defined) molecular aggregate to another, and $D_P$ can be larger than $D_M$. The difference can be large for highly polymerized samples, for which the time scale over which the molecular constraint affects the single particle displacement becomes much longer than the lifetime of individual bonds. In such cases, there is a gain in entropy because particles in long chains explore a wider portion of the phase space, thus displacing the chemical equilibrium even farther towards larger sizes.

4. In the industrial synthesis of polycarbonates, the polymerization process is terminated at an early stage, in order to optimize the size distribution of the polymer chains.
For simplicity, we exclude the possibility of isolated particles.


A first order polymerization transition has been predicted for semiflexible species. See Ref. 9(b).

The sensitivity on the details of the polymerization reaction is emphasized in J. F. Henderson and M. Szwarc, Macromolecules 3, 317 (1968), where it is shown that linear polymers with two active heads behave qualitatively differently from those with one active head.

For simplicity, we exclude the possibility of isolated particles.

In linear polymers, there is an ideal contribution to the free energy that contributes little to the free energy difference at the densities and temperatures of our study.

The mass fraction \( P(M) \) defined in Sec. III is different from the size probability distribution \( C(M) \) (defined as the concentration of polymers of mass \( M \)) often discussed in computational papers. The two distributions are related by a factor proportional to \( M P(M) \) is more relevant for applications, as it gives a visual impression of the relative mass contribution from each size.

The region of very low density cannot be sampled efficiently by our simulations because the frequency with which the active head collides with other particles is too low to lead to equilibration within an acceptable time.


We restrict ourselves to the monodisperse case, but the generalization to the polydisperse case is straightforward.

A variety of methods has been devised to overcome this limitation in MD, and to allow a comparison of diffusion coefficients by MC simulations.